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A newly developed RuO2/rutile-TiO2 catalyst displays a
remarkable activity and stability in N2O decomposition. The
outstanding performance was attributed to the formation of
uniformly coated RuO2 thin film on rutile-TiO2.

Nitrous oxide (N2O), a widespread greenhouse gas, can also
be used as a green propellant [1]. Over the last decades,
considerable efforts [2] are currently underway to develop
efficient catalysts to decompose N2O due to its significance in
environmental catalysis and chemical propulsion. Ruthenium
dioxide (RuO2) has long been recognized as an efficient
catalyst towards N-O bond dissociation and thus renders a
promising candidate for N2O decomposition [3]. However,
RuO2 nanoparticles are easily aggregated in oxidative
atmosphere [4] due to the volatility of oxidized ruthenium,
which eventually restricted their catalytic applications in N2O
decomposition since high concentration of O2 is evolved as a
product in this reaction. Many attempts were consequently
made to stabilize RuO2, and its stabilization in the crystal
structure of heat-resistant materials, such as hexaluminate [4]

and perovskite [5], received much attention. However, most of
the ruthenium species were buried in these bulk materials, and
thus the obtained catalysts were only active at temperatures
above 400 oC. Therefore, current research concentrates on
searching for a suitable oxide support to stabilize RuO2

through strong oxide-support interaction (SOSI).
Titania (TiO2) has been one of the preferred SOSI supports,

over which it usually led to the formation of monolayer of
active phases (e.g. VOx, CrOx). Previous reports showed that
RuO2, if deposited on the surfaces of TiO2, exhibited desired
activity and stability in catalytic HCl oxidation
(4HCl+O2=2H2O+2Cl2) [6]. Such acquired catalytic
performance was due to the formation of epitaxial RuO2

monolayer over the surface of TiO2. To be noted, the
morphologies of RuO2 depended on the crystal structure of
the TiO2, and the RuO2 monolayer can be generated only on
the rutile-type TiO2 as the RuO2 phase possesses the same
rutile structure. However, no studies have so far been
performed on RuO2/TiO2 for N2O decomposition, in spite of
that TiO2 can efficiently stabilize RuO2 under oxidizing
conditions. This is probably due to the fact that previous
catalysts based on redox oxide supports, such as CeO2 and
TiO2, showed moderate activities in N2O decomposition [2e].
Herein, we present a novel catalyst for N2O decomposition by
depositing RuO2 on rutile-TiO2 support, which exhibited a
surprisingly high activity and stability.

In this communication, TiO2 with different crystalline
phases were prepared by controllable phase transition via wet-
chemical route [7], and the synthesis details were described in
supporting information (SI). The analysis of XRD patterns
(Fig. S1a, PDF No. 04-0551 and 21-1276) and raman
spectroscopy (Fig. S1b) confirmed that the TiO2 supports
were phase-pure rutile and anatase as desired. The specific
surface area of rutile-TiO2 and anatase-TiO2 (shorted as r-
TiO2 and a-TiO2, respectively) is 27 and 45 m2g-1,
respectively. Crystalline size and porosity of these supports
were shown in Table 1. RuO2 species were deposited on the
supports by wet-impregnation method. Prior to catalyst testing,
the RuO2/TiO2 was pre-treated in air at 300 oC for 4 h to
activate the catalyst.

Figure 1a shows the N2O conversion as a function of
reaction temperature of RuO2 nano-particles loaded on several
supports. The RuO2/r-TiO2 catalyst exhibited a surprisingly
high activity and the onset temperature of catalytic N2O
decomposition was as low as 180 oC, which is much lower
than that reported on the supported iridium (300 oC)[2c] and
rhodium (250 oC) [2d] catalysts. Considering the different
curves in Fig.1, a significant support effect is observed. The
RuO2/r-TiO2 catalysts exhibited the highest N2O conversion,
compared with those RuO2 catalysts by using a-TiO2, Al2O3,
and SiO2 as a support. In order to further explore the intrinsic
catalytic activity, the specific rates of the investigated
catalysts at 220 oC were also calculated (Table 1). The
reaction rate over present RuO2/r-TiO2 catalyst was calculated
to be 2.30 molN2O min-1 molRuO2

-1, much higher than the
results of RuO2 catalysts supported on a-TiO2 (0.77), Al2O3

(0.18), SiO2 (0.20), implying that r-TiO2 is a better support to
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Table 1 Characterization and catalytic data of various RuO2 catalysts

Catalysts
The support information

Ru loading
(wt %)

Crystalline
size (nm)

Conversions (%) of
30% N2O at 220 oC

Reaction rate at 220 oC
(molN2O min-1 molRu

-1)SBET

(m2 g-1)
Porosity (mL g-1) &
Crystalline size (nm)

RuO2/r-TiO2 27 0.13 / 15 5.0 ud 17.0 2.30
RuO2/a-TiO2 45 0.15 / 21 5.0 10.7 5.7 0.77
RuO2/Al2O3 273 —— 5.0 12.2 1.3 0.18
RuO2/SiO2 384 —— 5.0 14.1 1.5 0.20
RuO2/SnO2 5 —— 5.0 ud 8.5 1.15
Note: ud means undetected.

load RuO2 for N2O decomposition. The more striking
observation is that the reaction rate of RuO2/r-TiO2 was three
times as high as that of RuO2/a-TiO2, in spite of the lower
surface area of r-TiO2. The results indicated that, in the case
of using TiO2 as a support, the phase matters: r-TiO2 is
preferred to a-TiO2. To confirm this point, the rutile-type
oxide SnO2 supported RuO2 catalyst was investigated in this
reaction and also exhibited a much higher activity than the
RuO2/a-TiO2 catalyst, indicating that the rutile-type oxide was
a superior support for RuO2 catalysts in the reaction of N2O
decomposition. Additionally, we tested the stability of the
RuO2/r-TiO2 in N2O decomposition at 300 oC for more than
60 hs (Fig. S2). Minor activity loss was only observed at the
beginning of the test and then the N2O conversion reached a
plateau. Furthermore, using r-TiO2 as the catalyst support, we
also investigated the effect of RuO2 loading on catalytic
activity. As it has been reported by Kawi et al.[3c]

, the catalyst
activity increased as the Ru loading increased from 0.2 to 5.0
wt% (Fig. S3a). The maximum specific rate was observed in
this study at the Ru loading of 0.2 wt% (Fig. S3b).

To reveal the unique properties of RuO2/r-TiO2 in N2O
decomposition, further studies were performed to discuss the
influence of the support on the structure of the RuO2 active
phases. As the XRD profiles presented in Fig. 2, there were
no diffraction peaks of RuO2 observed if they were deposited
on the oxides with the rutile structure, such as r-TiO2, SnO2,

indicating a high dispersion of RuO2. However, on other
standard supports, such as a-TiO2, SiO2, Al2O3, two
diffraction peaks corresponding to RuO2 were clearly
observed indicating the aggregation of RuO2, and their
calculated average crystalline sizes of RuO2 were all beyond
10 nm (Table 1). This point can be verified from the HAADF-
STEM images. Severely sintered nano-particles of ruthenium
oxides larger than 10 nm, in the shape of bright round spot or
narrow strip, were found on the surface of a-TiO2 (Fig. S4b),
and the aggregation of RuO2 became more severely if
deposited on SiO2 and Al2O3 support (Fig. S4c, S4d). To be
noted, a few small RuO2 nanoparticles were also revealed in
the images with high magnification (Fig. S5b-d). But we
could not find any visible RuO2 nanoparticles for RuO2/r-TiO2

catalyst despite of our careful observation (Fig. S4a, S5a),
indicating a high dispersion of RuO2 species. Moreover,
sintering of RuO2 was prevented when rutile-SnO2 is used as
the support (Fig. S4e, S5e). These results demonstrated that
oxide supports with rutile structure can stabilize RuO2 species
under oxidative conditions.

We further focused on the structural characterization of
RuO2/a-TiO2 and RuO2/r-TiO2 through high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (Fig. 3). The result
displayed that the RuO2 species appears on the surface of r-
TiO2 in the form of thin film, while RuO2 on a-TiO2 features a
cubic nanoparticles. This phenomenon could be explained by
the high degree of the interfacial lattice matching between
RuO2 and rutile-TiO2/SnO2 because they were both the same
rutile-type oxide and had nearly the same lattice parameters

Fig. 1 N2O conversions as a function of the reaction temperature
for various RuO2 catalysts

Reaction conditions: 30 vol% N2O balanced with Ar. Weight
hourly space velocity (WHSV): 30,000 mL gcat

-1 h-1.
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Fig. 2 The XRD patterns of various RuO2 catalysts
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Fig. 4 Raman spectra of various materials (λmax=633 nm)

(a=b=4.49 Ǻ, c=3.11 Ǻ for RuO2, a=b=4.59 Ǻ, c=2.96 Ǻ for
r-TiO2 and a=b=4.75 Ǻ, c=3.19 Ǻ for SnO2). An intimate
interaction will occur between RuO2 and oxides with rutile
structure due to their high degree of lattice matching, which
in turn stabilizes the RuO2 under oxidation conditions and
maintains its high dispersion. But for a-TiO2, SiO2, Al2O3, the
degree of lattice mismatch with RuO2 was quite high
(a=b=3.78 Ǻ, c=9.51 Ǻ for a-TiO2, a=b=c=7.94 Ǻ for Al2O3

and a=b=4.91 Ǻ, c=5.40 Ǻ for SiO2), and thus loosing the
ability to stabilize RuO2.

The intimate contact between RuO2 and r-TiO2 was further
confirmed by Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 4). The typical
Raman bands due to r-TiO2 appear at 446 and 612 cm-1, which
can be ascribed to the Eg (planar O-O vibration) and A1g (Ti-O
stretch) modes of rutile phase, respectively. Depositing RuO2

species on r-TiO2 surface induced a red shift of Eg mode by ca.
17.6 cm-1 while the A1g mode did not shift at all. The observed
frequency shift is consistent with the results reported by
Siegel and Swamy [8], indicating the modification of the
planar O-O vibration. The obvious reason is that r-TiO2 can
accommodate RuO2 within its structure. The growth of RuO2

with the same orientation as r-TiO2 is accompanied by the
formation of Ru-O-Ti bond. This interaction has a more
significant effect on the planar O-O vibration (446 cm-1) than
the Ti-O stretch (612 cm-1). Besides, the Eg mode of RuO2

was observed at 508 cm-1 indicating its existence in the
catalyst. In contrast, after depositing RuO2 on the surface of
a-TiO2, there were no changes of the three dominant Raman-
active modes of the configuration, Eg, A1g, B1g located at 638,
514 and 397 cm-1, respectively. Moreover, X-ray
photoelectron studies of (Fig. S6) RuO2/r-TiO2 showed that

the Ru 3d spectrum displayed a shift of 0.2 eV towards higher
binding energies (B. E.), and the Ti 2p spectrum of r-TiO2

shifted 0.3 eV towards lower B.E.. The observation indicates
a charge transfer [9] from the RuO2 to r-TiO2, which is
probably caused by the chemical bonding between them.

Over the investigated RuO2 catalysts, the N2O
decomposition activity agrees well with the RuO2 dispersion.
RuO2 particle size differs significantly depending on the
supports employed, which is the main reason for their activity
variation. Owing to the structural similarity with RuO2, r-TiO2

support enables the formation of RuO2 thin film, which can
maximize the dispersion of active phase. Moreover, DFT
calculation [10] indicated that the specific RuO2 (110) planes,
generated due to the epitaxial growth on r-TiO2, could make a
great contribution to the activity. However, this point still
needs further experiment to clarify. Overall, RuO2/r-TiO2

exhibited an unexpected high activity and stability in N2O
decomposition. Despite the benefits introduced, further
improvement of the thermal stability is still required because
of the highly exothermic nature of this reaction.

In conclusion, we reported a highly active and stable
catalyst for the N2O decomposition by depositing RuO2 on r-
TiO2. The monolayer structure of RuO2 maximized the metal
dispersion, and thus produced a highly active catalyst.
Moreover, the intimate contact of RuO2 with r-TiO2 improved
its stability, producing a durable catalyst.
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